Framing Focus
Multiple
Possibilties
O

ne of the most popular home decorating
trends today is framing multiple black-andwhite photographs in a single metal

frame. Color photography, with its vast array of

hues, also lends itself to unique, creative matting
and framing designs. Creating a framed piece with
a photographic theme such as displaying family and
vacation memories, is a great way to enhance your
decor and add a personal touch to your home.
Black-and-white photography has made a comeback and is one of the latest framing trends, especially for portraits. Children’s portraits are particularly popular. To go hand-in-hand with this, we can
offer you mat designs featuring sequences of multiple poses. Together, we can create a visual story

A nine-opening black-and-white framed piece with a metal frame makes
an impressive piece for any wall.

that you will always remember and enjoy.
Photographs can be framed using neutral,
bright, or matte colors. The colors in the mats can
bring out the blue in a child’s eyes, the green trees
of nature, and the fiery orange of a sunset. Mat
openings can be any size or shape, and interesting
combinations can be designed to suit your individual
needs. These creative framing designs make interesting focal points suitable for any room in your home.
Bring in your photos—black-and-white or color,
traditional or digital—and open your eyes to the
multiple possibilities of framing memories.

■

A three-opening black-and-white framed piece with a metal frame creates an
interesting focal point for any room in your home.

Framing Plasma TVs

M

any homes have a focal point in the family room,

Once you frame the television, take it one step further

den, or living room—usually a television. Today,

and order software to transform the blank screen into a mir-

more and more families are making that focal point

ror or even a work of art. When your television is not on,

a high-definition plasma television. If you have a plasma TV

images create an illusion that it is a painting. Many software

or are thinking about getting one, consider having it wall

companies have customized galleries or single images avail-

mounted and framed like a piece of art.

able for this. Another option is to use a canvas with art that

Plasma TVs have to be framed according to where they
are hanging, what type of wall they are hanging on, and

lowers over the TV screen when it is not in use.
Framing your plasma TV adds a new dimension to your

their weight. Your TV may already be imbedded in a wall or

room and lends a sophisticated touch to your decor. Match-

mounted on one. Whatever is the case, we have a framing

ing other furniture and objects in the room keeps a smooth,

solution for you. Frames can be made that match your furni-

even look that would meet the standards of any interior

ture and other objects in the room.

designer.
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